It is a complicated problem to detect the ecommerce phishing websites in real time. The detection is affected by a lot of factors which are indistinct and correlative. Therefore, fuzzy classification tools can translate the phishing websites details into crisp numbers which could be understood by human. In this paper, we proposed a model which includes six standards and twenty seven elements with fuzzy data mining method to detect and assess the ecommerce phishing risk rate. Although lack of the specific data to do experiment to check the validity, it is a good start to focus on the ecommerce security.
INTRODUCTION
The word phishing is abbreviation of the phrase "website phishing". The idea is that bait is launched and to wish a victim will bite it just like a fish. When a user is browsing the B2C or C2C websites (e.g. Taobao, Youa, Alibaba), the criminals may send an e-mail or a link URL from instant messaging services such as QQ or other web messengers which will take the user to hostile phishing websites (James, 2006) . At present, phishing websites are overflow with the rapid development of ecommerce which are fabricated to feign the real ecommerce websites by criminals. With the advanced programming and webpage making methods, some of these web pages just look like the real ecommerce websites. The phishing websites have little visual difference to hoax the victims. Negligent cyber citizens could easily fall into the snare and lose their credit card number, payment account, password, or other important private information. The result is that the disturbance of the normal ecommerce sequence and the victims lose heart to the security of ecommerce. Compared with other crime forms, phishing is relatively new Internet crime. More and more phishing web pages have been found in recent years in an accelerative way . Ecommerce phishing website is a complicated topic to discuss and analyze, because it is a combination and mixture of social and technical problem. At the moment, there is no an effective prescription to cure it. This paper focus on building an effective method that uses fuzzy data mining algorithms to against the attack of ecommerce phishing websites. Data mining techniques can be used in the fuzzy logic model. It took less time in distinguishing the most important ecommerce phishing website features pointers by analyzing historical data for training purposes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the literature review and related work. Section 3 introduces the theory and methodology for assessing the risk of ecommerce phishing website. Section 4 presents the model design and discussion. Section 5 reveals the conclusion and future work.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK

Literature Review
Phishing website is only a new form of crime, but it has a destructive influence on ecommerce and other online financial services. Therefore, many parties took steps to prevent and defend such ecommerce phishing website attacks. There are several methods with great promise reported previously. Here we just have a short review of existing anti-phishing solutions and related work. One method is to stop phishing by increasing defense level of email (Adida et al., 2005) , because phishing attacks use group mail to tempt victims to click the phishing website (Wu et al., 2006a) . The next method is to distinguish visually the phishing websites from the real ones. Dynamic Security Skins (Dhamija & Tygar, 2005) introduces to adopt a randomly generated visual hash to tailor the interface or web composition to point to the real ones. A common method is to install security toolbars, IE 7 (Sharif, 2006) or higher version web browsers with the phishing filter will block the user's operation when it detect the phishing site. Another method is double factors warranty, which guarantees that the user knows both a secret and a security wand (FDIC, 2004) . Nevertheless it has its shortcoming which cannot be authenticated by double factors and cannot protect private information such as credit card information which is not related to a specific website (Wu, et al., 2006b ). Many web browsers use security toolbars to prevent phishing attacks. But some researchers have proven the ineffectiveness through their study. Herzberg and Gbara (2004) introduced a new tool which combines a visual inspection of correct certification with the technique standard certificates. If the certificate was valid, a site-dependent logo would appear in the browser. The credential was provided by a trusted party who has blacklisted existing phishing websites. Bridges and Vaughn (2001) , Dhamija and Tygar (2005) presented a scheme that adopts a coded identification and recognition method that allows remote web servers to confirm. While this plan need the whole web base installation, so it is difficult to get supports from the entire industry. In Liu, Deng, Huang, &Fu (2006) proposed a method to model and depict phishing by quantifying a given site's threat, but it is not a solution. Netcraft anti-phishing toolbar (Netcraft, 2004 ) adopts a blacklist of existing phishing URLs to prevent phishing attacks. The same method also was taken by McAfee, Cloudmark and Microsoft (Pan & Ding, 2006) . But the method has its limitation of scalability and timeliness. Given the low-cost short life of phishing websites, APWG proposed an Anti-phishing Working Group (2007) which consists of most of the major anti-phishing companies. Dhamija and Tygar (2005) and Wu (2006b) presented methods with rigid webpagemaking rules, random skin or HTML code. But in practice, seldom webpage-makers would take the method . Then a visual method to detect phishing was first introduced by Liu, Huang, Liu, Zhang, & Deng (2005) , , . The method can detect phishing attacks and report in an automatic way. With their efforts, phishing detection begins to focus on visually distinguishable block regions. clarified the visual similarity in three dimensions: layout, block level and overall style similarity.
Main Characteristics of Ecommerce Phishing Websites
At present, the crime group consists of professionals with phishing techniques. The phishing websites are highly realistic with sophisticated and undetectable design skills. The criminals always make a phishing website which just looks like a real ecommerce website. They dress up as the goods or service providers with lower price to tempt victims. In fact, there are a plenty of factors and characteristics that can discriminate the real ecommerce websites from the ecommerce phishing ones, such as too long URL address. The detail list is shown in Table 1 . 
THE METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS RISK OF ECOMMERCE PHISHING WEBSITES
The Method of Fuzzy Data Mining
The method of fuzzy data mining is to assess risk of ecommerce phishing website from 27 characteristics from Table 1 which label the risky website. It is useful to represent key phishing characteristics by linguistic variables.
Fuzzifierion
First, we descript every key phishing characteristic indicator by using a range of linguistic descriptors, for example, high, low or medium and we assign different values which from low to high could be divided into classes. In other words, cluster is the degree of belongingness of the values to the membership. An equation is established for every phishing characteristic indicators which shows the mapped input space between 0 and 1. While in decrypting the risk of ecommerce phishing website, linguistic values are assigned as very legal, legal, doubtful, dangerous, risky, very risky. The values of input are between 0 and 10, while for output, range from 0 to 100.
Rule Generation Algorithms
According to the specific risk of ecommerce phishing websites and its key factors, the second step is to clarify the probability varies. The existing rules based on the experts' experience and knowledge in the form of "if…then" are useful to assess the probability. We use data mining method and correlation rules to classify the key factors and elements in our ecommerce phishing website model as shown in Fig. 1 . There also have some existing research findings about data mining such as Prism (Cendrowska, 1987) , C4.5 (Quinlan, 1996) , CBA packages (Liu et al., 1998) algorithms to study the relationship of the different phishing elements. All methods above mentioned are easily understood by human (Ciesielski and Lalani, 2003) .
Cluster of the Rule Outputs and Defuzzification
Through this step, we can unify the outputs and with the equation of membership to build single fuzzy sets. In this step, we translate a fuzzy output into a crisp output. In the course of fuzziness, we scale the rules, but the end output has to be a number. Centroid technique (Han & Karypis, 2000) was adopted. The output is ecommerce phishing website risk rate and the fuzzy sets from very legal to very risky and defuzzified to get a value.
Challenges and Classification Algorithms
There are a plenty of challenges to classify ecommerce phishing website. First, it is difficult to collect data of ecommerce phishing websites due to their elusiveness. Secondly, it is a big problem of data life cycle because of ecommerce phishing websites' transience. As estimated, the average phishing site stays live for about 2.25 days (Putting an end to account-hijacking identity theft, 2004). Moreover, it is really difficult to record the original ecommerce phishing website without a mistake. Therefore, it is impossible to find a high accurate algorithm. In practice, five data mining algorithms such as CBA, Prism, Part, C4.5 and Ripper are very common. They can be used in learning rules from data sets according to different conditions (Misch, 2006) .
MODEL DESIGN AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, as Table 1 shown, there are six main standards and different elements for every standard. There are 27 elements altogether. There also are three levels on the ecommerce phishing website model as shown in Fig 2. Through classification, cluster and correlation algorithms, we can mine ecommerce phishing website database. 
Rules of Design
Rules for Level 1
In Level 1, there are five input parameters and one output. Every standard has five elements while each element is assumed to be one of three values. While the only one output is the ecommerce phishing website rate fuzzy sets (Fake, Uncertain, Legal) to stand for Domain & URL Identity standard which combines with "If…then" rules to form Rule base 1.
Rules for Level 2
In Level 2, there are two inputs and one output. Through Rule base 1, Java &Source Code standard has five elements while Encryption & Security standard has four elements. The model structure of Level 2 is combined by the two ecommerce phishing website standards, which produces Rule base 2. There is one output rule of the ecommerce phishing website rate fuzzy sets (Fraud, Doubtful or Genuine) indicating Level 2 standard phishing risk rate.
Rules for Level 3
In Level 3, there are three inputs and one output. Through Rule base 1, Contents & Stylesheets standard has five elements. Network Address Bar standard has five elements too. Social Human Factor standard only has three elements. The model structure for Level 3 is combined by the three standards, which produces Rule base 2. There is one output rule of the ecommerce phishing website rate fuzzy sets (Fraud, Doubtful or Genuine) indicating Level 3 standard phishing risk rate.
Rules for End Ecommerce Phishing Website Rate
At last step, there are three inputs, which are respectively Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3. There is one output which is the ecommerce phishing website rate. The model structure is combined by Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3, which produces end ecommerce phishing website rule base. There is one end output fuzzy sets (Very legal, Legal, Doubtful, risky, very risky) indicating end ecommerce phishing website rate.
Discussion
Because we have no existing data about ecommerce phishing data, we cannot do data mining exercise. We build this model to start the research on ecommerce phishing risk. In this step, some approaches could be adopted. For example, clipping method (Ho, Ling, & Reiss, 2006) could cluster the consequences. Mamdani method (Liu, Chen, & Wu, 2002) could be used to defuzzify the rule evaluation. We believe the 27 characteristics cover the ecommerce phishing website. In the future, if we cooperate with other institutes to collect the recorded data, the validity of the ecommerce anti-phishing model can be tested.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The ecommerce anti-phishing website model showed the six main standards of the ecommerce phishing website and related twenty seven elements under three levels. The first purpose in the paper was whether we could find any effective method to detect ecommerce phishing risk automatically. But as mentioned in the paper, it is very difficult to record the data by single researcher. In other words, it requires some other groups' cooperation to collect the data. In this area, there is more new work to be done and other new techniques should be integrated. However, we believe this model is a good starting for other users to further their research in ecommerce anti-phishing.
